PEN and INK DRAWING is the ART of DEPICTING SHADES and TEXTURES USING ONLY a SOLID BLACK INK LINE.

IF YOU ARE NEW to this MEDIUM, DRAWING SOME VALUE SCALES can HELP:

- **Hatching**: 
- **Cross-Hatching**: 
- **Stippling**: 
- **Scumbling**: 

**COMBO**
- **Hatching + Stippling**
- **Cross-Hatching + Stippling**
- **Scumbling + Stippling**

STIPPLING can HELP OTHER SHADING TECHNIQUES to TRANSITION SMOOTHLY FROM DARK to LIGHT.

JUST as with PENCIL DRAWING, a VERTICAL PEN and LIGHT TOUCH will GIVE YOU a FINE LINE.

REMEMBER that EVERY PERSON has a UNIQUE WAY of HANDLING the PEN—IF YOUR TOUCH is MORE EMPHATIC and you CAN'T ATTAIN a FINE LINE, TRY a SMALLER POINT SIZE.
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